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Greenkeeper profile
Cruden Bay Golf Club

Bay fever
Cruden Bay Golf Club in Scotland is one of the most spectacular venues in the world, but
what was it like to maintain the course’s reputation during recent fierce storms?
Greenkeeping asks its links superintendent, Alister Matheson, about the challenges involved
s the above picture shows, Cruden
Bay Golf Club is not your run of the
mill golf facility.
The Aberdeenshire course is set against a
backdrop of subtly contoured greens and
magnificent panoramic views, and has been
voted 54th best course in the world in by
Links magazine, 70th in the 2013-14 Golf
Digest top 100 courses in the world and
29th in the world by Golf Course Architecture.
Golf World voted it the second ‘Top Fun
Course’ in Great Britain and Ireland in 2012,
the same year it won the Golf Tourism
Scotland award for the top course in Scotland.
Greenkeeping caught up Alister Matheson,
links superintendent at this magnificent
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venue, to get an insight into what managing
such a prestigious course involves.
Greenkeeping: Can you explain how you
started your career, where and when you
studied and the path you’ve trodden to get to
your current position?
Alister Matheson: As a lad I used to work
on my hometown course at Brora Golf Club
on the weekends, raking bunkers for my uncle
Andrew Murray, who used to be the head
greenkeeper there for many years. I did my
apprenticeship on the Carnegie Links at Skibo
Castle and studied at Elmwood College, after
five years I moved down to Surrey to work at
Wentworth, which was fantastic for gaining

lots of tournament experience. Golf course
construction was the next area I was keen to
learn more about, so I moved out to Germany
and worked on a couple of new builds, one
outside Nuremburg and another close To
Saarbrucken. After this I moved back to
Scotland with my wife Lynsey to settle down,
working at Royal Dornoch where after a year
I was promoted to deputy course manager
and spent five happy years working on the
links and learning from their fantastic course
manager, Eoin Riddell.
Greenkeeping: What have been the biggest
challenges for you recently, and what
measures have you taken to deal with them?
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over tasks at Cruden Bay. Job variety keeps
staff engaged and motivated.

Alister Matheson: The biggest challenges
recently have been the storm damage we
received last winter. A savage storm stripped
away the mouth of our burn at the 13th and
pushed hundreds of tonnes of sand up the
burn. One week later we had what can only be
described as monsoons – over a 48 hour
period over four inches of rain fell. The
monsoon caused two landslips on the golf
course and washed all the sand away, which
we had started clearing from the blocked burn.
That was a help you might say! But along with
this, the burn bankings were destroyed. The
biggest problem was the two landslips on the
eighth hole; the north facing bank had a lump
on it of about 200 tonnes of partially slipped
clay, this was removed by a local contractor.
The east facing bank was more difficult. There
was an open fault line at the top of the path to
the next tee which had slipped one metre and,
after some professional advice, we fixed the
problem by using gabion baskets at the base
of the bank. We then covered them with soil
and turfed to hide the visual impact. The
bankings on the 13th burn were rebuilt at the
base with several courses of sand bags filled
with a dry mix of builders’ sand plus cement.
We then reshaped and turfed.
Greenkeeping: Who is in your current team?
Alister Matheson: We total nine with myself
and Paul Marshall, deputy, George Cantlay,
mechanic, and Jim Morrice, Kenny Lawson,
Gareth Evans, Allan Mackay, James Anderson
and Sandy Low. We, for the most part, cross
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Greenkeeping: You’ve been at Cruden Bay
for almost six years now, one of your first tasks
was to look at the playability of the course.
How did you go about this, what were your
findings, what action plan did you put in place
and what timeframe did you allocate?
Alister Matheson: Before deciding to apply
for the job I played the course to get a feel for
the place and even now it is great to get out as
regularly as possible and sample the goods for
myself. The golf club had already started a
programme of course improvements and this
was reviewed and adjusted to suit any other
areas I felt needed attention, the greens had a
bit too much thatch in them, so that became
the priority. To reduce this we hollow cored
three times in my first year at the club, topdressing and overseeding each time. There
was also a fair bit of ryegrass mottled through
the greens, so we made the decision to spray
them all with Syngenta’s Rescue, which
worked very well.
Greenkeeping: You are working on a species’
exchange and overseed between four and five
times a year. Can you give some detail as to
your reasons for this, the methods you are
using and the results you are seeing?
Alister Matheson: Poa annua was certainly
the dominant species, along with rye and a bit
of bentgrass mixed in when I first started, so
after thatch levels were under control and the
rye rescued, we started regularly overseeding
with fescue using Johnson’s J fescue and
mainly Barenbrug’s BAR fescue. Both these
mixes have top rated cultivars in them. We go
with fescue twice through spring and early
summer, then we put some bent in the middle
of summer using Johnson’s or Barenbrug’s
quality browntops, in the late summer /
autumn we overseed a couple of times again
with pure fescue. We have a variety of different
seeders’ discs and dimples, and also have a
set of Dyna-Seeder units, which are very good.
Results so far have been very good with big
gains in fescue on all but a few greens which
have issues with clay in the profile, and are
being rebuilt.

“A SAVAGE
STORM STRIPPED
AWAY THE
MOUTH OF OUR
BURN AT THE
13TH AND
PUSHED
HUNDREDS OF
TONNES OF SAND
UP THE BURN.
ONE WEEK
LATER, OVER A 48
HOUR PERIOD,
OVER FOUR
INCHES OF RAIN
FELL”
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Greenkeeping: The club is phasing in a new
irrigation system and you’ve completed phase
one. Can you talk us through what you’ve
done to date and what the plans are for the
next phases?
Alister Matheson: Our system was starting
to give us more and more problems with
reliability each year, so we decided to get in
Adrian Mortram from Robin Hume
Associates – they specialise in irrigation
consultancy. We got them in firstly to assess
the condition off the current system and then
formulate and design a plan of phased
upgrades over time, to give the club a new
modern system. Phase one of the upgrade
included a new wet well, transfer pump,
cyclone filter for extracting sand and solids,
110mm transfer pipe to the greenkeeping
sheds with cabling, a 386m3 Vulcan water
holding tank, pump house, pump set, Rain Bird
controller, Rain Bird decoders and 100 metres
of 180mm main pipe joined into existing ring
main with cabling. Adrian Mortram was
supremely efficient, skilled and professional
from the initial GPS survey through to design
and then organising, plus handling the tender
process for phase one. Ocmis were selected
to do the job and the club are delighted with
the quality of work. A special thanks goes out
to Bill McIsaac and his team – their installation
work was top class from start to finish. Phase
two will consist of new main line pipe work
and cabling throughout the course and phase
three will be lateral pipe work cabling and new
heads. On completion of the project the club
will have a modern valve-in head system
which will give us control and reliability for the
foreseeable future.
Greenkeeping: Economic drivers have sent
the price of some products soaring. This
combined with possible cutbacks in budgets
for clubs has led to tough decisions being
made. How has Cruden Bay been hit?
Alister Matheson: I personally have been
fortunate in that I have not received any
budget cuts and the club has come through
the last few years with a strong membership
and increasing visitor numbers, which is
fantastic. I am in a working group with another
four course managers and, where possible, we

The greenkeeping team at Cruden Bay and left, Alister Matheson

try to bulk buy common products to get the
best value possible for our clubs. Other
benefits of being in a working group include
sharing valuable information on product trials,
machinery, course walks, staffing, training and
so on.
Greenkeeping: The courses have 65
bunkers. What work are you currently
undertaking in this area and what maintenance
programme do you run annually?
Alister Matheson: When I first started I had
planned to have been around all the bunkers
by now, rebuilding and reshaping tie-ins as we
go. This takes up a lot off resources and in my
first four years before we had our own digger
we struggled, along with other winter projects,
to get as many done as I would have liked.
Nearly all the greenside bunkers have been
rebuilt and reshaped, there are still 10 left to
do on the big course overall which will be
completed in next winters’ works. Once the tieins / shaping around a revetted bunker flow
and gather sweetly, the only real maintenance
is rebuilding the worn revetted face when
needed. We have been in and also refaced
several bunkers for a second time to keep the
presentation up on what I would call heavy
wear bunkers.
Greenkeeping: You have a good amount of
gorse which needs to be kept on top of. How
do you manage this and what areas are you
currently working on?

Alister Matheson: We have a rolling five-year
development plan in place which covers
everything from greens and tees to bunkers,
and gorse. Each year we review and add any
areas that are needing to be removed,
according to the plan. This winter we have
removed, with a three tonne digger, an area to
the right hand side of the first green which had
encroached into the natural run off. I am
always amazed how golfers on many courses
just accept losing golf balls in gorse, which has
clearly encroached into play and needs to be
cut back. Without proper management it can
be very invasive.
Greenkeeping: How often do you top-dress?
Alister Matheson: We go with light sand
dressings on greens and surrounds weekly
from early spring into summer, then ease off a
bit in through the main season, dressing every
two to three weeks, as with quite a few
maintenance tasks this frequency also
depends on weather conditions and
competitions scheduled. Tees and fairways are
given a couple of dressings in spring and
autumn.
Greenkeeping: What height of cut do you
use across the course and what man hours
does mowing take up for the relevant areas?
Alister Matheson: Greens 4.8mm and 52
hours, tees 8mm and 16 hours, fairways
10mm and 16 hours and rough 75mm and
10 hours.
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Greenkeeping: Can you outline your aeration
programme?
Alister Matheson: We use the spiker
attachment on the Tru-Turf greens’ roller
regularly. It is great for getting air into the top
profile and letting water pass through quickly.
We also use our Charterhouse 7416 to VertiDrain our greens twice through the winter with
13mm tines and twice through the summer
with 8mm tines.
Greenkeeping: Soil biology and its health is
subject dear to your heart. You’ve been
working with XL Horticulture and Symbio, using
compost tea. What made you pursue this path,
how long have you been using compost tea
and what results have you seen?
Alister Matheson: The benefits of using
compost teas for living plants are well
documented and date back to Roman times. I
have been using them now for five years and
have seen vastly improved turf health and
vigour, better drought tolerance and disease
resistance.
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A healthy soil food web also gives you a
natural cycle to break down thatch, turning it
into available nutrients for the plant.
Greenkeeping: What machinery fleet are you
currently using?
Alister Matheson: We use a mixed fleet at
Cruden Bay and choose the best machine for
each task. Double A Trading are our John
Deere dealer and supply our Tees and
Surrounds 2500s, Fairway Rigs 7500s, Turf
Gators and a Tru-Turf roller. Fairways are our
Ransomes Jacobsen dealer and we run an
Eclipse 322 triplex on our greens – it’s superb.
We also have five Toro 1000 hand mowers.
Greenkeeping: You have a Tru-Turf greens’
roller, how did you first come across this
product and what impressed you most about
it?
Alister Matheson: I first saw the Tru-Turf at
Royal Dornoch when we had them in on
demonstration. Eoin Riddell and all the rest of
us on the green staff were very impressed with

the performance, ease of use and lovely
smooth finish, so Eoin ordered two of them! I
was lucky that Cruden Bay already had a TruTurf when I first started and I have since
replaced this with a new one last year.
Greenkeeping: How often do you use the
Tru-Turf roller, how does it help in your overall
management programme of the greens and
what playing surface does it deliver to the
members?
Alister Matheson: We use it two to three
times a week through the summer and one to
two times a week through the winter. It is a
great tool for adding trueness and pace to our
greens, allowing us to keep cutting heights
high enough to keep fescue. The Tru-Turf is
also fantastic at reconsolidating greens after
aeration, allowing this essential task to be
carried out with minimal disruption to the
putting surface.
Greenkeeping: A decision was taken to
rebuild the famous 14th ‘Bathtub’ green, which
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was undertaken in-house. What were the
reasons for this?
Alister Matheson: The Bathtub green was
originally constructed in the 1890s with a three
inch layer of clay, then a root zone on top this.
It had become soft and even with plenty of
aeration we were struggling to get fescue to
establish, back in the 1890s on free draining
links courses these dew pond constructed
greens were common. Before golf courses had
irrigation the priority was to retain moisture in
the root zone for as long as possible to retain
grass cover during the summers. Today’s
modern irrigation systems give us the ultimate
control over the exact amount of water we
need to be replacing on free draining greens to
keep the soil moisture content at the right
percentage, surfactants available nowadays are
also superb at helping to pull water through
the surface and retain it at depth keeping
surfaces firm and moisture available to fine
deep rooting grasses.
We stripped away the old heavy root zone
first and then the band of clay until we reached
pure sand raised up levels by six inches with
our own sand, then put 12 inches of our own
mixed root zone on top, shaped it up and
returfed it last winter. The end result has been
fantastic.
Greenkeeping: You’ve been undertaking
some greens’ renovation over the last few
years. What were the driving forces behind the
work, what exactly have you been doing, what
have you achieved to date and how many
more need to be renovated?

Alister Matheson: We have worked on
several greens to extend, where possible and
appropriate, pinnable areas as our course was
never designed to cope with the volume of
play it now receives.There are also four greens
which were originally built in the 1890s to
what is called a dew pond construction which
has a clay base to hold on to moisture. We
have only two left to rebuild, having already
reconstructed the 8th and 14th.
Greenkeeping: The geographical location of
the course presents challenges. Some greens
sites are sunk and some are exposed. With that
in mind, how do you manage to deliver a
continuity of high standard playing surfaces
across the course all year?
Alister Matheson: During the summer it’s
not too much off an issue – the sun is high in
the sky and temperatures are up, the biggest
challenge is winter when some greens can sit
in the shade with little air movement. Frost and
snow will sit for days after it’s thawed from
exposed greens – this is when damage can
occur. In the spring time on these greens, to
aid recovery from any damage, we will give
them an extra couple of applications of fulvic
acid, compost tea and seaweed.
Greenkeeping: You have set up a great blog
to communicate with and educate the
membership of ongoing work. Have you found
this benefits you and your team in the eyes of
the members?
Alister
Matheson:
The
blog,
www.crudenbaylinks.blogspot.co.uk, has been

super, to not only inform members but also to
document works completed in a format which
is easy to refer back to when needed. I’ve
found it best not to go into too much technical
detail, short summaries and explanations
regarding works keep members well informed
with plenty of well taken pictures is all that’s
needed.
Greenkeeping: What do you see as the hot
topics of the moment in greenkeeping? Do
you see any specific trends developing, if so
what, and where do you think they might lead?
Alister Matheson: I would say hybrid mower
technology. It is superb and will only get better
with time. Machinery companies are all so
committed to research and development,
improving machinery performance and
efficiency.
As an end user / customer it’s been
amazing to see these improvements as each
new model is launched.
Greenkeeping: What changes do you think
need to be made to benefit the industry sector
and profession of the greenkeeper?
Alister Matheson: I was fortunate enough to
visit BTME this January and was very
impressed with how everyone there from
suppliers and manufacturers to the BIGGA
education programmes were so positive and
proactive about improving the industry, by
working together to benefit all. The last few
years have been difficult for the whole industry
but if we keep the initiatives in place at the
moment, then the future is bright.
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